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Ms. Keller,
 
On behalf of the Palo Pinto County MWD No. 1 please accept this updated pass through plan (PTP)
and associated pass through plan accounting document (PTPAD) in response to the letter from
TCEQ dated August 7, 2013 regarding pass through plan review.
 
If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact me or Mr. Blasor.
 
Have a great weekend,
Cory
 

CORY SHOCKLEY
TX-PE (94761)

HDR Engineering
Associate Vice President

4401 West Gate Blvd. Ste. 400 | Austin, TX 78745 
512.912.5182 | c: 512.560.7401 
Cory.Shockley@hdrinc.com | hdrinc.com

TBPE Firm No. F-754
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Instructions

		Palo Pinto MWD No. 1 - CA 12-4031 & P 5447
Pass Through Plan Accounting Document









		This document contains the methodology described in the PTP for Palo Pinto County MWD No. 1 for passing through water that its water supply system is not entitled to impound under CA 12-4031 and Permit 5447 and the January 15, 2013 Order suspending impound for rights junior to February 14, 1942. The following are instructions that can be used to complete the PTPAD.











		The PTPAD is set up for daily accounting of reservoir operations.

		The PTPAD spreadsheet contains Excel macros that must be enabled to work properly.

		Hyperlinks are added to the certain column headings where that data can be obtained. (Daily mean suggested value)

		The District's system can only divert water associated with municipal use on the same day as when the inflow arrives in the reservoir.  Unless the flow at Brazos River at Glen Rose is above 108 then the District can not refill water from inflows in any of its reservoirs.

		The channel dam is full at 748.0 ft-msl.

				These cells indicate that a user entered value is required.

				These cells indicate a calculation is being performed in the spreadsheet, no user action required.

				These cells indicate that a user entered value is required which is specific to releases to meet pass throughs.

				These cells indicate a cumulative calculation and provide a check on the accuracy of the PTPAD





PPMWD - PTPAD

				http://waterdata.usgs.gov/tx/nwis/dv/?site_no=08090300&agency_cd=USGS&referred_module=sw

		Date		Lake Palo Pinto Lake Level		Brazos River at Glen Rose  Stream flow		Precipitation at Lake Palo Pinto		Water Released from Lake Palo Pinto for Water Supply		Palo Pinto Channel Dam Lake Level 		Hilltop Reservoir Lake Level		Precipitation at Hilltop Reservoir		Water Discharged into Hilltop Reservoir from Channel Dam		Water Diverted from Hilltop Reservoir to WTP		Spills at the Channel Dam from Lake Palo Pinto Releases		Lake Palo Pinto Storage		Health and Public Safety Trigger		Calculated Lake Palo Pinto Inflows from Previous Day		Hilltop Reservoir Storage		Calculated Hilltop Reservoir Inflows from Previous Day		Total Combined System Inflows Subject to Pass Through		Pass Through Released from Lake Palo Pinto		Pass Through Released from Lake Mineral Wells		Pass Through Released from Possum Kingdom		Spills at the Channel Dam from Lake Palo Pinto Releases applied to meet Pass Throughs		Cumulative Non-Diverted Water Supply Releases Available for Meeting Pass Throughs 		Cumulative Inflows		Cumulative Inflows Passed		Balance

		mm/dd/yy		ft-msl		cfs		inches		acft		ft-msl		ft-msl		inches		acft		acft		acft		acft		logical		acft		acft		acft		acft		acft		acft		acft		acft		acft		acft		acft		acft

		1/15/13		862.22		28		0.00		16.00		748.00		1078.00		0.00		16.00		16.00		0.00		16,880.1		No - Relase Inflows		-		904.8999999959		-		-										0.00		-		-		-

		1/16/13		862.21		28		0.00		16.00		748.00		1078.00		0.00		16.00		16.00		0.00		16,862.0		No - Relase Inflows				904.8999999959		0.0												0.00				0.00		

		1/17/13		862.19		27		0.00		16.00		748.00		1078.00		0.00		16.00		16.00		0.00		16,825.9		No - Relase Inflows				904.8999999959		0.0												0.00						

		1/18/13		862.18		27		0.00		16.00		748.00		1078.00		0.00		16.00		16.00		0.00		16,807.9		No - Relase Inflows				904.8999999959		0.0												0.00						

		1/19/13		862.17		27		0.00		16.00		748.00		1078.00		0.00		16.00		16.00		0.00		16,789.8		No - Relase Inflows				904.8999999959		0.0												0.00						

		1/20/13		862.16		26		0.00		16.00		748.00		1078.00		0.00		16.00		16.00		0.00		16,771.8		No - Relase Inflows				904.8999999959		0.0												0.00						

		1/21/13		862.15		25		0.00		17.00		748.00		1078.00		0.00		16.00		16.00		1.00		16,753.8		No - Relase Inflows				904.8999999959		0.0												1.00						

		1/22/13		862.14		28		0.00		17.00		748.00		1078.00		0.00		16.00		16.00		1.00		16,735.8		No - Relase Inflows				904.8999999959		0.0												2.00						

		1/23/13																																																

		1/24/13																																																

		1/25/13																																																

		1/26/13																																																

		1/27/13																																																

		1/28/13																																																

		1/29/13																																																

		1/30/13																																																

		1/31/13																																																

		2/1/13																																																

		2/2/13																																																

		2/3/13																																																

		2/4/13																																																

		2/5/13																																																

		2/6/13																																																

		2/7/13																																																

		2/8/13																																																

		2/9/13																																																

		2/10/13																																																

		2/11/13																																																

		2/12/13																																																

		2/13/13																																																

		2/14/13																																																

		2/15/13																																																

		2/16/13																																																

		2/17/13																																																

		2/18/13																																																

		2/19/13																																																

		2/20/13																																																

		2/21/13																																																

		2/22/13																																																

		2/23/13																																																

		2/24/13																																																

		2/25/13																																																

		2/26/13																																																

		2/27/13																																																

		2/28/13																																																

		3/1/13																																																

		3/2/13																																																

		3/3/13																																																

		3/4/13																																																

		3/5/13																																																

		3/6/13																																																

		3/7/13																																																

		3/8/13																																																

		3/9/13																																																

		3/10/13																																																

		3/11/13																																																

		3/12/13																																																

		3/13/13																																																

		3/14/13																																																

		3/15/13																																																

		3/16/13																																																

		3/17/13																																																

		3/18/13																																																

		3/19/13																																																

		3/20/13																																																

		3/21/13																																																

		3/22/13																																																

		3/23/13																																																

		3/24/13																																																

		3/25/13																																																

		3/26/13																																																

		3/27/13																																																

		3/28/13																																																

		3/29/13																																																

		3/30/13																																																

		3/31/13																																																

		4/1/13																																																

		4/2/13																																																

		4/3/13																																																

		4/4/13																																																

		4/5/13																																																

		4/6/13																																																

		4/7/13																																																

		4/8/13																																																

		4/9/13																																																

		4/10/13																																																

		4/11/13																																																

		4/12/13																																																

		4/13/13																																																

		4/14/13																																																

		4/15/13																																																

		4/16/13																																																

		4/17/13																																																

		4/18/13																																																

		4/19/13																																																

		4/20/13																																																

		4/21/13																																																

		4/22/13																																																

		4/23/13																																																

		4/24/13																																																

		4/25/13																																																

		4/26/13																																																

		4/27/13																																																

		4/28/13																																																

		4/29/13																																																

		4/30/13																																																

		5/1/13																																																

		5/2/13																																																

		5/3/13																																																

		5/4/13																																																

		5/5/13																																																

		5/6/13																																																

		5/7/13																																																

		5/8/13																																																

		5/9/13																																																

		5/10/13																																																

		5/11/13																																																

		5/12/13																																																

		5/13/13																																																

		5/14/13																																																

		5/15/13																																																

		5/16/13																																																

		5/17/13																																																

		5/18/13																																																

		5/19/13																																																

		5/20/13																																																

		5/21/13																																																

		5/22/13																																																

		5/23/13																																																

		5/24/13																																																

		5/25/13																																																

		5/26/13																																																

		5/27/13																																																

		5/28/13																																																

		5/29/13																																																

		5/30/13																																																

		5/31/13																																																

		6/1/13																																																

		6/2/13																																																

		6/3/13																																																

		6/4/13																																																

		6/5/13																																																

		6/6/13																																																

		6/7/13																																																

		6/8/13																																																

		6/9/13																																																

		6/10/13																																																

		6/11/13																																																

		6/12/13																																																

		6/13/13																																																

		6/14/13																																																

		6/15/13																																																

		6/16/13																																																

		6/17/13																																																

		6/18/13																																																

		6/19/13																																																

		6/20/13																																																

		6/21/13																																																

		6/22/13																																																

		6/23/13																																																

		6/24/13																																																

		6/25/13																																																

		6/26/13																																																

		6/27/13																																																

		6/28/13																																																

		6/29/13																																																

		6/30/13																																																

		7/1/13																																																

		7/2/13																																																

		7/3/13																																																

		7/4/13																																																

		7/5/13																																																

		7/6/13																																																

		7/7/13																																																

		7/8/13																																																

		7/9/13																																																

		7/10/13																																																

		7/11/13																																																

		7/12/13																																																

		7/13/13																																																

		7/14/13																																																

		7/15/13																																																

		7/16/13																																																

		7/17/13																																																

		7/18/13																																																

		7/19/13																																																

		7/20/13																																																

		7/21/13																																																

		7/22/13																																																

		7/23/13																																																

		7/24/13																																																

		7/25/13																																																

		7/26/13																																																

		7/27/13																																																

		7/28/13																																																

		7/29/13																																																

		7/30/13																																																

		7/31/13																																																

		8/1/13																																																

		8/2/13																																																

		8/3/13																																																

		8/4/13																																																

		8/5/13																																																

		8/6/13																																																

		8/7/13																																																

		8/8/13																																																

		8/9/13																																																

		8/10/13																																																

		8/11/13																																																

		8/12/13																																																

		8/13/13																																																

		8/14/13																																																

		8/15/13																																																

		8/16/13																																																

		8/17/13																																																

		8/18/13																																																

		8/19/13																																																

		8/20/13																																																

		8/21/13																																																

		8/22/13																																																

		8/23/13																																																

		8/24/13																																																

		8/25/13																																																

		8/26/13																																																

		8/27/13																																																

		8/28/13																																																

		8/29/13																																																

		8/30/13																																																

		8/31/13																																																

		9/1/13																																																

		9/2/13																																																

		9/3/13																																																

		9/4/13																																																

		9/5/13																																																

		9/6/13																																																

		9/7/13																																																

		9/8/13																																																

		9/9/13																																																

		9/10/13																																																

		9/11/13																																																

		9/12/13																																																

		9/13/13																																																

		9/14/13																																																

		9/15/13																																																

		9/16/13																																																

		9/17/13																																																

		9/18/13																																																

		9/19/13																																																

		9/20/13																																																

		9/21/13																																																

		9/22/13																																																

		9/23/13																																																

		9/24/13																																																

		9/25/13																																																

		9/26/13																																																

		9/27/13																																																

		9/28/13																																																

		9/29/13																																																

		9/30/13																																																

		10/1/13																																																

		10/2/13																																																

		10/3/13																																																

		10/4/13																																																

		10/5/13																																																

		10/6/13																																																

		10/7/13																																																

		10/8/13																																																

		10/9/13																																																

		10/10/13																																																

		10/11/13																																																

		10/12/13																																																

		10/13/13																																																

		10/14/13																																																

		10/15/13																																																

		10/16/13																																																

		10/17/13																																																

		10/18/13																																																

		10/19/13																																																

		10/20/13																																																

		10/21/13																																																

		10/22/13																																																

		10/23/13																																																

		10/24/13																																																

		10/25/13																																																

		10/26/13																																																

		10/27/13																																																

		10/28/13																																																

		10/29/13																																																

		10/30/13																																																

		10/31/13																																																

		11/1/13																																																

		11/2/13																																																

		11/3/13																																																

		11/4/13																																																

		11/5/13																																																

		11/6/13																																																

		11/7/13																																																

		11/8/13																																																

		11/9/13																																																

		11/10/13																																																

		11/11/13																																																

		11/12/13																																																

		11/13/13																																																

		11/14/13																																																

		11/15/13																																																

		11/16/13																																																

		11/17/13																																																

		11/18/13																																																

		11/19/13																																																

		11/20/13																																																

		11/21/13																																																

		11/22/13																																																

		11/23/13																																																

		11/24/13																																																

		11/25/13																																																

		11/26/13																																																

		11/27/13																																																

		11/28/13																																																

		11/29/13																																																

		11/30/13																																																

		12/1/13																																																

		12/2/13																																																

		12/3/13																																																

		12/4/13																																																

		12/5/13																																																

		12/6/13																																																

		12/7/13																																																

		12/8/13																																																

		12/9/13																																																

		12/10/13																																																

		12/11/13																																																

		12/12/13																																																

		12/13/13																																																

		12/14/13																																																

		12/15/13																																																

		12/16/13																																																

		12/17/13																																																

		12/18/13																																																

		12/19/13																																																

		12/20/13																																																

		12/21/13																																																

		12/22/13																																																

		12/23/13																																																

		12/24/13																																																

		12/25/13																																																

		12/26/13																																																

		12/27/13																																																

		12/28/13																																																

		12/29/13																																																

		12/30/13																																																

		12/31/13																																																



http://waterdata.usgs.gov/tx/nwis/dv/?site_no=08091000&agency_cd=USGS&referred_module=swhttp://waterdata.usgs.gov/tx/nwis/dv/?site_no=08090300&agency_cd=USGS&referred_module=sw

Data

				Lake Palo Pinto -  Current EAC from the TWDB																		Lake Palo Pinto Discharge Table

				Elevation		Area		Capacity																100%

				ft-msl		acres		acft				Elevation		Area		Capacity						Palo Pinto - WSEL		Discharge Rate - cfs

				821.4		0.00		0.00				1052		1.2		0.9

				821.5		0.11		0.00				1052.1		1.25		1.09						867.3		16.76

				821.6		0.59		0.04				1052.2		1.31		1.27						866.3		16.52

				821.7		1.15		0.12				1052.3		1.36		1.46						865.3		16.28

				821.8		1.65		0.27				1052.4		1.42		1.64						864.3		16.03

				821.9		1.96		0.45				1052.5		1.48		1.83						863.3		15.78

				822.0		2.31		0.66				1052.6		1.53		2.02						862.3		15.53

				822.1		2.74		0.91				1052.7		1.59		2.2						861.3		15.27

				822.2		3.06		1.20				1052.8		1.64		2.39						860.3		15.01

				822.3		3.29		1.52				1052.9		1.7		2.57						859.3		14.74

				822.4		3.50		1.86				1053		1.75		2.76						858.3		14.47

				822.5		3.69		2.22				1053.1		1.8		2.94						857.3		14.20

				822.6		3.87		2.60				1053.2		1.86		3.13						856.3		13.92

				822.7		4.06		3.00				1053.3		1.91		3.31						855.3		13.65

				822.8		4.26		3.41				1053.4		1.97		3.5						854.3		13.36

				822.9		4.44		3.85				1053.5		2.03		3.68						853.3		13.06

				823.0		4.59		4.30				1053.6		2.08		3.86						852.3		12.76

				823.1		4.72		4.76				1053.7		2.14		4.05						851.3		12.45

				823.2		4.83		5.24				1053.8		2.19		4.23						850.3		12.14

				823.3		4.97		5.73				1053.9		2.25		4.42						849.3		11.82

				823.4		5.10		6.24				1054		2.3		4.6						848.3		11.49

				823.5		5.25		6.75				1054.1		2.41		4.94						847.3		11.15

				823.6		5.40		7.29				1054.2		2.52		5.28						846.3		10.81

				823.7		5.55		7.83				1054.3		2.63		5.61						845.3		10.45

				823.8		5.70		8.40				1054.4		2.74		5.95						844.3		10.09

				823.9		5.87		8.97				1054.5		2.85		6.29						843.3		9.70

				824.0		6.22		9.58				1054.6		2.96		6.63						842.3		9.31

				824.1		6.71		10.22				1054.7		3.07		6.96						841.3		8.90

				824.2		7.10		10.91				1054.8		3.18		7.3						840.3		8.47

				824.3		7.40		11.64				1054.9		3.29		7.64						839.3		8.02

				824.4		7.67		12.39				1055		3.4		7.98						838.3		7.56

				824.5		7.94		13.17				1055.1		3.51		8.31						837.3		7.06

				824.6		8.21		13.98				1055.2		3.62		8.64						836.3		6.53

				824.7		8.48		14.82				1055.3		3.73		8.97						835.3		5.96

				824.8		8.77		15.68				1055.4		3.84		9.31						834.3		5.33

				824.9		9.08		16.57				1055.5		3.95		9.64						833.3		4.63

				825.0		9.40		17.49				1055.6		4.06		9.97						832.3		3.82

				825.1		9.74		18.45				1055.7		4.17		10.3						831.3		2.82

				825.2		10.11		19.44				1055.8		4.28		10.64						830.3		1.30

				825.3		10.52		20.47				1055.9		4.39		10.97

				825.4		10.96		21.55				1056		4.5		11.3

				825.5		11.39		22.67				1056.1		4.63		11.89

				825.6		11.77		23.82				1056.2		4.77		12.48

				825.7		12.12		25.02				1056.3		4.9		13.06

				825.8		12.45		26.25				1056.4		5.04		13.65

				825.9		12.77		27.51				1056.5		5.18		14.24

				826.0		13.09		28.80				1056.6		5.31		14.83

				826.1		13.41		30.13				1056.7		5.45		15.41

				826.2		13.76		31.49				1056.8		5.58		16

				826.3		14.15		32.88				1056.9		5.72		16.59

				826.4		14.57		34.32				1057		5.85		17.18

				826.5		14.97		35.79				1057.1		5.98		17.76

				826.6		15.37		37.31				1057.2		6.12		18.34

				826.7		15.77		38.87				1057.3		6.25		18.92

				826.8		16.16		40.46				1057.4		6.39		19.51

				826.9		16.54		42.10				1057.5		6.52		20.09

				827.0		16.91		43.77				1057.6		6.66		20.67

				827.1		17.28		45.48				1057.7		6.79		21.25

				827.2		17.69		47.23				1057.8		6.93		21.84

				827.3		18.17		49.02				1057.9		7.06		22.42

				827.4		18.62		50.86				1058		7.2		23

				827.5		19.10		52.75				1058.1		7.34		23.84

				827.6		19.59		54.68				1058.2		7.49		24.69

				827.7		20.07		56.66				1058.3		7.63		25.53

				827.8		20.54		58.69				1058.4		7.78		26.38

				827.9		21.01		60.77				1058.5		7.92		27.22

				828.0		21.47		62.90				1058.6		8.07		28.07

				828.1		21.93		65.07				1058.7		8.21		28.91

				828.2		22.39		67.28				1058.8		8.36		29.75

				828.3		22.86		69.54				1058.9		8.5		30.6

				828.4		23.35		71.86				1059		8.65		31.44

				828.5		23.82		74.21				1059.1		8.79		32.29

				828.6		24.29		76.62				1059.2		8.94		33.13

				828.7		24.77		79.07				1059.3		9.08		33.98

				828.8		25.24		81.57				1059.4		9.23		34.83

				828.9		25.70		84.12				1059.5		9.37		35.67

				829.0		26.16		86.71				1059.6		9.52		36.52

				829.1		26.64		89.35				1059.7		9.66		37.36

				829.2		27.14		92.04				1059.8		9.81		38.21

				829.3		27.67		94.78				1059.9		9.95		39.05

				829.4		28.31		97.58				1060		10.1		39.9

				829.5		29.20		100.45				1060.1		10.3		41.12

				829.6		29.91		103.41				1060.2		10.5		42.35

				829.7		30.59		106.44				1060.3		10.7		43.57

				829.8		31.23		109.53				1060.4		10.9		44.8

				829.9		31.82		112.68				1060.5		11.1		46.02

				830.0		32.37		115.89				1060.6		11.3		47.25

				830.1		32.89		119.15				1060.7		11.5		48.47

				830.2		33.40		122.47				1060.8		11.7		49.7

				830.3		33.94		125.83				1060.9		11.9		50.92

				830.4		34.54		129.26				1061		12.1		52.15

				830.5		35.20		132.74				1061.1		12.3		53.37

				830.6		35.86		136.30				1061.2		12.5		54.6

				830.7		36.48		139.92				1061.3		12.7		55.82

				830.8		37.15		143.60				1061.4		12.9		57.05

				830.9		38.13		147.36				1061.5		13.1		58.27

				831.0		38.98		151.22				1061.6		13.3		59.5

				831.1		39.66		155.15				1061.7		13.5		60.72

				831.2		40.32		159.15				1061.8		13.7		61.95

				831.3		40.98		163.21				1061.9		13.9		63.17

				831.4		41.67		167.35				1062		14.1		64.4

				831.5		42.38		171.55				1062.1		14.35		66.09

				831.6		43.12		175.82				1062.2		14.61		67.78

				831.7		43.87		180.17				1062.3		14.86		69.47

				831.8		44.63		184.60				1062.4		15.12		71.16

				831.9		45.37		189.10				1062.5		15.37		72.84

				832.0		46.07		193.67				1062.6		15.63		74.53

				832.1		46.76		198.31				1062.7		15.88		76.22

				832.2		47.47		203.02				1062.8		16.14		77.91

				832.3		48.33		207.81				1062.9		16.39		79.6

				832.4		49.18		212.69				1063		16.65		81.29

				832.5		49.96		217.64				1063.1		16.9		82.98

				832.6		50.74		222.68				1063.2		17.16		84.67

				832.7		51.54		227.79				1063.3		17.41		86.36

				832.8		52.33		232.99				1063.4		17.67		88.05

				832.9		53.11		238.26				1063.5		17.92		89.74

				833.0		53.91		243.61				1063.6		18.18		91.44

				833.1		54.76		249.04				1063.7		18.43		93.13

				833.2		55.62		254.56				1063.8		18.69		94.82

				833.3		56.42		260.16				1063.9		18.94		96.51

				833.4		57.19		265.84				1064		19.2		98.2

				833.5		57.94		271.60				1064.1		19.54		100.34

				833.6		58.68		277.43				1064.2		19.89		102.49

				833.7		59.41		283.33				1064.3		20.23		104.63

				833.8		60.13		289.31				1064.4		20.58		106.77

				833.9		60.83		295.36				1064.5		20.92		108.92

				834.0		61.54		301.48				1064.6		21.27		111.06

				834.1		62.23		307.66				1064.7		21.61		113.2

				834.2		62.96		313.93				1064.8		21.96		115.35

				834.3		63.69		320.26				1064.9		22.3		117.49

				834.4		64.43		326.66				1065		22.65		119.63

				834.5		65.18		333.14				1065.1		22.99		121.78

				834.6		65.96		339.70				1065.2		23.34		123.93

				834.7		66.76		346.34				1065.3		23.68		126.07

				834.8		67.60		353.05				1065.4		24.03		128.22

				834.9		68.50		359.86				1065.5		24.37		130.37

				835.0		69.33		366.75				1065.6		24.72		132.51

				835.1		70.10		373.72				1065.7		25.06		134.66

				835.2		70.88		380.77				1065.8		25.41		136.81

				835.3		71.82		387.91				1065.9		25.75		138.95

				835.4		72.74		395.14				1066		26.1		141.1

				835.5		73.72		402.46				1066.1		26.59		144.32

				835.6		74.74		409.88				1066.2		27.08		147.54

				835.7		75.76		417.41				1066.3		27.57		150.76

				835.8		76.71		425.03				1066.4		28.06		153.99

				835.9		77.63		432.75				1066.5		28.55		157.21

				836.0		78.57		440.55				1066.6		29.04		160.43

				836.1		79.59		448.46				1066.7		29.53		163.65

				836.2		80.60		456.47				1066.8		30.02		166.87

				836.3		81.56		464.58				1066.9		30.51		170.09

				836.4		82.51		472.79				1067		31		173.31

				836.5		83.45		481.08				1067.1		31.49		176.53

				836.6		84.38		489.47				1067.2		31.98		179.75

				836.7		85.33		497.96				1067.3		32.47		182.97

				836.8		86.30		506.54				1067.4		32.96		186.19

				836.9		87.29		515.22				1067.5		33.45		189.41

				837.0		88.30		524.00				1067.6		33.94		192.63

				837.1		89.32		532.88				1067.7		34.43		195.84

				837.2		90.35		541.86				1067.8		34.92		199.06

				837.3		91.41		550.95				1067.9		35.41		202.28

				837.4		92.49		560.15				1068		35.9		205.5

				837.5		93.57		569.45				1068.1		36.45		209.64

				837.6		94.58		578.86				1068.2		37.01		213.79

				837.7		95.62		588.37				1068.3		37.56		217.93

				837.8		96.67		597.98				1068.4		38.12		222.07

				837.9		97.74		607.71				1068.5		38.67		226.22

				838.0		98.84		617.53				1068.6		39.23		230.36

				838.1		100.03		627.47				1068.7		39.78		234.5

				838.2		101.22		637.54				1068.8		40.34		238.65

				838.3		102.35		647.71				1068.9		40.89		242.79

				838.4		103.47		658.01				1069		41.45		246.93

				838.5		104.64		668.41				1069.1		42		251.07

				838.6		105.89		678.94				1069.2		42.56		255.21

				838.7		107.13		689.59				1069.3		43.11		259.34

				838.8		108.41		700.36				1069.4		43.67		263.48

				838.9		109.73		711.27				1069.5		44.22		267.62

				839.0		111.08		722.31				1069.6		44.78		271.75

				839.1		112.53		733.49				1069.7		45.33		275.89

				839.2		114.00		744.82				1069.8		45.89		280.03

				839.3		115.38		756.29				1069.9		46.44		284.16

				839.4		116.76		767.90				1070		47		288.3

				839.5		118.15		779.64				1070.1		47.65		295.05

				839.6		119.59		791.52				1070.2		48.3		301.81

				839.7		121.10		803.56				1070.3		48.95		308.56

				839.8		122.65		815.75				1070.4		49.6		315.31

				839.9		124.31		828.10				1070.5		50.25		322.06

				840.0		126.03		840.61				1070.6		50.9		328.82

				840.1		127.94		853.30				1070.7		51.55		335.57

				840.2		130.40		866.22				1070.8		52.2		342.32

				840.3		133.16		879.40				1070.9		52.85		349.08

				840.4		135.68		892.85				1071		53.5		355.83

				840.5		138.24		906.54				1071.1		54.15		362.58

				840.6		140.49		920.48				1071.2		54.8		369.32

				840.7		142.71		934.64				1071.3		55.45		376.07

				840.8		145.06		949.02				1071.4		56.1		382.82

				840.9		147.83		963.67				1071.5		56.75		389.56

				841.0		150.47		978.58				1071.6		57.4		396.31

				841.1		152.97		993.75				1071.7		58.05		403.06

				841.2		155.34		1009.17				1071.8		58.7		409.81

				841.3		157.69		1024.82				1071.9		59.35		416.55

				841.4		159.85		1040.70				1072		60		423.3

				841.5		162.09		1056.80				1072.1		60.8		428.52

				841.6		164.50		1073.12				1072.2		61.61		433.73

				841.7		167.06		1089.71				1072.3		62.41		438.95

				841.8		169.68		1106.54				1072.4		63.22		444.16

				841.9		172.27		1123.64				1072.5		64.02		449.38

				842.0		174.93		1141.00				1072.6		64.83		454.6

				842.1		177.86		1158.63				1072.7		65.63		459.81

				842.2		181.01		1176.58				1072.8		66.44		465.03

				842.3		184.40		1194.84				1072.9		67.24		470.24

				842.4		188.11		1213.47				1073		68.05		475.46

				842.5		192.20		1232.48				1073.1		68.85		480.67

				842.6		196.27		1251.90				1073.2		69.66		485.89

				842.7		200.02		1271.72				1073.3		70.46		491.1

				842.8		203.66		1291.90				1073.4		71.27		496.32

				842.9		207.54		1312.46				1073.5		72.07		501.53

				843.0		211.28		1333.40				1073.6		72.88		506.74

				843.1		214.71		1354.70				1073.7		73.68		511.96

				843.2		218.17		1376.35				1073.8		74.49		517.17

				843.3		221.51		1398.33				1073.9		75.29		522.39

				843.4		225.24		1420.67				1074		76.1		527.6

				843.5		229.03		1443.38				1074.1		77		536.19

				843.6		232.80		1466.46				1074.2		77.9		544.78

				843.7		236.66		1489.94				1074.3		78.8		553.37

				843.8		240.67		1513.80				1074.4		79.7		561.96

				843.9		244.86		1538.09				1074.5		80.6		570.55

				844.0		249.52		1562.79				1074.6		81.5		579.14

				844.1		254.29		1587.98				1074.7		82.4		587.73

				844.2		259.36		1613.67				1074.8		83.3		596.32

				844.3		265.24		1639.88				1074.9		84.2		604.91

				844.4		271.44		1666.72				1075		85.1		613.5

				844.5		277.53		1694.17				1075.1		86		622.09

				844.6		283.69		1722.23				1075.2		86.9		630.68

				844.7		288.81		1750.86				1075.3		87.8		639.27

				844.8		294.41		1780.00				1075.4		88.7		647.86

				844.9		300.81		1809.77				1075.5		89.6		656.45

				845.0		307.33		1840.17				1075.6		90.5		665.04

				845.1		313.19		1871.20				1075.7		91.4		673.63

				845.2		318.11		1902.78				1075.8		92.3		682.22

				845.3		323.73		1934.85				1075.9		93.2		690.81

				845.4		329.98		1967.55				1076		94.1		699.4

				845.5		334.93		2000.80				1076.1		95.05		709.67

				845.6		339.15		2034.50				1076.2		96		719.95

				845.7		343.28		2068.63				1076.3		96.95		730.22

				845.8		347.27		2103.15				1076.4		97.9		740.5

				845.9		350.93		2138.08				1076.5		98.85		750.77

				846.0		354.34		2173.33				1076.6		99.8		761.05

				846.1		357.74		2208.93				1076.7		100.75		771.32

				846.2		361.13		2244.88				1076.8		101.7		781.6

				846.3		364.75		2281.17				1076.9		102.65		791.87

				846.4		368.54		2317.85				1077		103.6		802.15

				846.5		372.05		2354.87				1077.1		104.55		812.42

				846.6		375.37		2392.23				1077.2		105.5		822.7

				846.7		378.50		2429.94				1077.3		106.45		832.97

				846.8		381.77		2467.94				1077.4		107.4		843.25

				846.9		385.22		2506.30				1077.5		108.35		853.52

				847.0		388.95		2545.00				1077.6		109.3		863.8

				847.1		392.45		2584.06				1077.7		110.25		874.07

				847.2		396.44		2623.50				1077.8		111.2		884.35

				847.3		400.54		2663.35				1077.9		112.15		894.62

				847.4		404.68		2703.63				1078		113.1		904.9

				847.5		408.30		2744.27				1078.1		114.1		917.17

				847.6		411.69		2785.26				1078.2		115.11		929.44

				847.7		414.92		2826.61				1078.3		116.11		941.71

				847.8		418.36		2868.26				1078.4		117.12		953.98

				847.9		421.82		2910.29				1078.5		118.12		966.25

				848.0		424.97		2952.62				1078.6		119.13		978.52

				848.1		428.05		2995.26				1078.7		120.13		990.8

				848.2		431.04		3038.23				1078.8		121.14		1003.07

				848.3		433.89		3081.47				1078.9		122.14		1015.34

				848.4		436.57		3125.01				1079		122.6		1027.61

				848.5		439.12		3168.78				1079.1		124.15		1039.88

				848.6		441.73		3212.81				1079.2		125.16		1052.15

				848.7		444.38		3257.13				1079.3		126.16		1064.42

				848.8		447.13		3301.70				1079.4		127.17		1076.68

				848.9		449.90		3346.57				1079.5		128.17		1088.95

				849.0		452.59		3391.68				1079.6		129.18		1101.22

				849.1		455.31		3437.06				1079.7		130.18		1113.49

				849.2		458.07		3482.75				1079.8		131.19		1125.76

				849.3		460.79		3528.68				1079.9		132.19		1138.03

				849.4		464.68		3574.97				1080		133.2		1150.3

				849.5		468.12		3621.60				1080.1		135		1153

				849.6		471.36		3668.56

				849.7		474.55		3715.88

				849.8		477.76		3763.48

				849.9		481.03		3811.44

				850.0		484.46		3859.70

				850.1		488.00		3908.31

				850.2		491.78		3957.31

				850.3		495.65		4006.67

				850.4		499.67		4056.46

				850.5		503.80		4106.61

				850.6		508.10		4157.20

				850.7		513.03		4208.26

				850.8		518.27		4259.81

				850.9		523.56		4311.92

				851.0		528.93		4364.53

				851.1		534.42		4417.68

				851.2		540.14		4471.43

				851.3		546.42		4525.74

				851.4		552.83		4580.72

				851.5		559.56		4636.33

				851.6		566.23		4692.61

				851.7		572.63		4749.57

				851.8		579.25		4807.15

				851.9		586.99		4865.47

				852.0		596.40		4924.63

				852.1		604.58		4984.66

				852.2		612.64		5045.54

				852.3		620.60		5107.20

				852.4		628.42		5169.66

				852.5		638.11		5232.95

				852.6		649.46		5297.31

				852.7		658.18		5362.74

				852.8		665.10		5428.89

				852.9		672.87		5495.80

				853.0		680.65		5563.47

				853.1		687.46		5631.86

				853.2		694.11		5700.97

				853.3		700.75		5770.69

				853.4		707.48		5841.13

				853.5		714.41		5912.20

				853.6		721.56		5983.98

				853.7		728.95		6056.53

				853.8		736.68		6129.79

				853.9		745.19		6203.90

				854.0		754.28		6278.86

				854.1		762.88		6354.71

				854.2		770.68		6431.41

				854.3		778.37		6508.85

				854.4		787.40		6587.14

				854.5		797.31		6666.35

				854.6		807.66		6746.58

				854.7		819.17		6827.93

				854.8		832.56		6910.48

				854.9		847.66		6994.51

				855.0		864.18		7080.08

				855.1		882.42		7167.37

				855.2		898.95		7256.48

				855.3		913.86		7347.11

				855.4		930.24		7439.34

				855.5		946.16		7533.13

				855.6		961.59		7628.51

				855.7		975.92		7725.44

				855.8		989.68		7823.70

				855.9		1002.98		7923.37

				856.0		1015.38		8024.28

				856.1		1026.90		8126.37

				856.2		1038.60		8229.67

				856.3		1050.33		8334.09

				856.4		1062.26		8439.76

				856.5		1074.29		8546.56

				856.6		1086.43		8654.57

				856.7		1098.61		8763.86

				856.8		1110.57		8874.29

				856.9		1123.28		8986.01

				857.0		1136.75		9098.98

				857.1		1150.90		9213.34

				857.2		1164.88		9329.17

				857.3		1184.78		9446.58

				857.4		1206.37		9566.24

				857.5		1223.33		9687.72

				857.6		1238.12		9810.77

				857.7		1253.08		9935.37

				857.8		1267.04		10061.35

				857.9		1280.50		10188.79

				858.0		1292.95		10317.44

				858.1		1305.55		10447.32

				858.2		1318.81		10578.58

				858.3		1331.27		10711.06

				858.4		1343.69		10844.85

				858.5		1356.29		10979.82

				858.6		1369.23		11116.06

				858.7		1381.06		11253.63

				858.8		1393.32		11392.31

				858.9		1406.38		11532.34

				859.0		1419.24		11673.59

				859.1		1433.62		11816.15

				859.2		1448.60		11960.35

				859.3		1461.74		12105.83

				859.4		1474.67		12252.70

				859.5		1487.99		12400.79

				859.6		1500.85		12550.22

				859.7		1512.11		12700.94

				859.8		1523.00		12852.65

				859.9		1534.06		13005.56

				860.0		1544.67		13159.45

				860.1		1555.20		13314.42

				860.2		1565.54		13470.51

				860.3		1576.26		13627.56

				860.4		1587.19		13785.78

				860.5		1598.74		13945.03

				860.6		1610.82		14105.48

				860.7		1622.71		14267.21

				860.8		1634.65		14430.04

				860.9		1646.87		14594.17

				861.0		1659.45		14759.44

				861.1		1672.52		14925.99

				861.2		1685.94		15093.97

				861.3		1699.87		15263.22

				861.4		1713.86		15433.97

				861.5		1727.36		15605.99

				861.6		1740.03		15779.32

				861.7		1752.22		15954.00

				861.8		1763.50		16129.74

				861.9		1774.39		16306.71

				862.0		1785.27		16484.65

				862.1		1796.12		16663.68

				862.2		1807.02		16843.90

				862.3		1818.07		17025.10

				862.4		1829.13		17207.54

				862.5		1839.96		17390.95

				862.6		1850.79		17575.44

				862.7		1861.72		17761.13

				862.8		1873.14		17947.82

				862.9		1884.50		18135.78

				863.0		1895.23		18324.72

				863.1		1905.48		18514.72

				863.2		1915.44		18705.84

				863.3		1925.26		18897.82

				863.4		1935.01		19090.91

				863.5		1944.64		19284.84

				863.6		1955.29		19479.79

				863.7		1965.41		19675.90

				863.8		1975.02		19872.88

				863.9		1984.33		20070.92

				864.0		1993.68		20269.77

				864.1		2003.22		20469.56

				864.2		2013.11		20670.45

				864.3		2023.18		20872.21

				864.4		2033.84		21075.13

				864.5		2046.57		21279.06

				864.6		2068.16		21485.44

				864.7		2072.38		21692.55

				864.8		2076.45		21899.94

				864.9		2080.45		22107.86

				865.0		2084.41		22316.05

				865.1		2088.36		22524.64

				865.2		2092.30		22733.75

				865.3		2096.24		22943.13

				865.4		2100.18		23153.02

				865.5		2104.12		23363.19

				865.6		2108.06		23573.75

				865.7		2112.01		23784.83

				865.8		2115.95		23996.17

				865.9		2119.90		24208.04

				866.0		2123.86		24420.18

				866.1		2127.82		24632.71

				866.2		2131.78		24845.77

				866.3		2135.74		25059.09

				866.4		2139.71		25272.94

				866.5		2143.68		25487.06

				866.6		2147.66		25701.58

				866.7		2151.64		25916.62

				866.8		2155.62		26131.93

				866.9		2159.61		26347.77

				867.0		2163.60		26563.88

				867.1		2167.60		26780.39

				867.2		2171.60		26997.43

				867.3		2175.60		27214.73
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Lake Palo Pinto and Hilltop Reservoir Pass-Through Plan 


Certificate of Adjudication 12-4031 & Permit 5447 


Palo Pinto County Municipal Water District No. 1 


(August 14, 2013) 


 


Background and Purpose 


The Palo Pinto County Municipal Water District No. 1 (District) owns and operates Lake Palo Pinto, a 
channel dam on Palo Pinto Creek, and Hilltop Reservoir as shown on the attached figure.  Certificate of 
Adjudication 12-4031 (CA 12-4031) authorizes the District to: impound 44,100 acft in Lake Palo Pinto 
and to divert 12,500 acft/yr for municipal purposes and 6,000 acft/yr for industrial purposes; and to 
maintain a diversion point and a 24 acft reservoir (channel dam) on Palo Pinto Creek; with priority dates 
of July 3, 1962 and September 8, 1964.  Permit 5447 authorizes the District to impound 1,153 acft in 
Hilltop Reservoir that is diverted under CA 12-4031. The District operates its system by releasing water 
from Lake Palo Pinto into Palo Pinto Creek where it is then diverted from the District’s channel dam on 
Palo Pinto Creek and into Hilltop Reservoir where it is then diverted to the Hilltop water treatment plant 
(Hilltop WTP). 
 
TCEQ issued an Order on July 2, 2013 (TCEQ Order), that called for the suspension of the refilling of the 
District’s storage reservoirs subject to the senior call by the Dow Chemical company (with a priority date 
of February 14, 1942) during those days when streamflow as measured at the USGS gage located on the 
Brazos River near Glen Rose is below 106 cfs.  The District has developed the following pass- through 
plan (PTP) which describes how the City intends to comply with the TCEQ Order. 
 
District’s Pass-Through Plan 


The District plans to address the TCEQ Order at each of its water supply components as described below 
and in the attached Pass-Through Plan Accounting Document (PTPAD). The District will make 
appropriate pass-throughs in accordance with the attached PTPAD until storage levels in Lake Palo Pinto 
reach 40 percent of capacity. At which time, under Provision No. 10 on Page 12 of the TCEQ Order, the 
District will suspend pass-throughs because of public health, safety and welfare concerns, including 
drinking water supply, fire suppression needs, and Brazos Electric Power Co-operative’s (BEPC) inability 
to divert water when the level of Lake Palo Pinto reaches 854 ft-msl (23 % storage level). 
 
Public Health and Safety Provision 


The District operates Lake Palo Pinto as its primary source of water supply for its customers. Although 
the District’s water rights permit allows the District to store up to 44,100 ac-ft, a June 2007 volumetric 
survey performed by the TWDB indicates the lake only stores 27,215 ac-ft or less than 62% of its 
authorized storage. To recover this lost storage, the District is pursuing the development of the Lake 
Palo Pinto Storage Restoration Project (a.k.a. Turkey Peak Reservoir Project) which will fully restore the 
capacity of Lake Palo Pinto. The District submitted their application for this project to TCEQ in January 
2009 and is still awaiting a draft permit from TCEQ.  
 
Lake Palo Pinto is located on a predominantly dry tributary of the Brazos River known as Palo Pinto 
Creek.  Inflows generally only occur after significant storm events and last only a few days.  During 
drought conditions there is no sustained base flow upstream of Lake Palo Pinto. The District has adopted 
a lake level of 40% storage as an appropriate trigger for invoking the public health and safety provision 
of the TCEQ order for the following reasons. 







 
1. This lake level corresponds to Stage 2 of the City of Mineral Wells drought contingency plan. 
2. This level is only 4 feet above the elevation when BEPC’s intake for their R.W. Miller Steam 


Electric Station located on the shores of Lake Palo Pinto would no longer function. 
3. Historically, when the lake reaches this level, as it did back in 2009, the District immediately 


takes action to supplement their supply through other more costly sources.  For example, when 
the lake reached this level in 2009, Brazos River water released from Possum Kingdom Reservoir 
was pumped into the District’s system and mixed with Lake Palo Pinto supplies to prolong the 
supplies as long as possible. 


4. As shown in Figure 1, at a storage level of 40%, the District only has about 3 months of supply 
left before the lake level drops below BEPC’s minimum intake level. At the 23% storage level, 
BEPC can no longer divert water for power generation purposes.  


5. Based on a historical hydrology, Lake Palo Pinto at 40% storage level indicates that significant 
drought conditions exist. Historically, when storage levels have reached this critical level such as 
in 2009, the District has been required to take drastic measures to ensure the health, welfare 
and public safety of its customers is protected. 
 


 
Figure 1. Lake Palo Pinto Forecast showing that from a 40% starting level the reservoir enters a level 


BEPC can no longer divert and there is less than a 12 month supply of water available. 
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District’s Channel Dam on Palo Pinto Creek 


The District will make their best efforts to operate their reservoir at the channel dam on Palo Pinto 
Creek full (but not spilling) with stored water releases from Lake Palo Pinto. Keeping the reservoir full 
will ensure that pass-throughs from Lake Palo Pinto as well as intervening runoff below Lake Palo Pinto 
will flow unobstructed over the channel dam and travel downstream. The District will record daily water 
surface elevations at the channel dam and record these values in the PTPAD. As shown in the PTPAD, 
the District will only divert water released from Lake Palo Pinto at this location with all intervening 
runoff below Lake Palo Pinto spilling over the channel dam. 
 
District’s Hilltop Reservoir 


Almost all of the water entering Hilltop Reservoir is water diverted at the channel dam on Palo Pinto 
Creek as released from Lake Palo Pinto.  However, Hilltop Reservoir is also authorized under Permit 5447 
to impound inflows from its 0.56 square mile watershed on a non-priority basis. To calculate runoff from 
this watershed, the District will install both a rain gage near the perimeter of the reservoir and a water 
level gage to monitor the water surface elevation in the reservoir on a daily basis.  This information will 
be recorded on a daily basis in the PTPAD along with the estimated volume of water pumped into the 
reservoir from the channel reservoir and the estimated volume diverted from the Hilltop Reservoir to 
the Hilltop WTP.  Once this information is entered into the PTPAD, a calculation will be performed to 
determine the volume of inflow received from its watershed that may need to be passed on those days 
when streamflow as measured at the USGS gage located on the Brazos River near Glen Rose is below 
106 cfs. This calculation will be based on the change in storage of the reservoir adjusted for precipitation 
on the surface of the reservoir. The passing of inflows is addressed in the section of the PTP entitled 
Releases of Water to Meet Pass-Through Obligations. 
 
District’s Lake Palo Pinto  


The USGS maintains a lake level gage at the reservoir which the District will use to record daily lake level 
in the PTPAD. The District will install a rain gage along the perimeter of the reservoir or use locally 
available rainfall data to record daily rainfall in the PTPAD. The District operates the outlet works of the 
dam to provide water supply releases from Lake Palo Pinto to the downstream channel dam for 
subsequent diversion and will use a rating curve to estimate daily releases from Lake Palo Pinto.  Inflows 
will be calculated in the PTPAD using a change in storage equation adjusted for precipitation on the 
reservoirs surface and releases. The PTPAD will calculate the volume of water that should be passed on 
those days when streamflow, as measured at the USGS gage located on the Brazos River near Glen Rose, 
is below 106 cfs. The passing of inflows is addressed in the section of the PTP entitled Releases of Water 
to Meet Pass-Through Obligations. 
 
Releases of Water to Meet Pass-Through Obligations 


The District will satisfy calculated pass-through requirements using one or more of following three 
options.  The District will decide at the time a pass through is required which method provides for the 
greatest level of protection of the health and safety of its customers. The District will notify TCEQ 
regarding which method will be used to pass inflows at the time inflows are passed and will notify TCEQ 
if the method changes, but anticipates utilizing the following priority for determining the source of the 
pass-throughs. The first option for meeting pass-throughs would be to apply any water supply releases 
from LPP that were not diverted at the channel dam but spilled into the Brazos River. Second would be 
calling on BRA to release stored water from Possum Kingdom. Third would be releases of stored water 
from Lake Mineral Wells and finally would be releases from Lake Palo Pinto.  These options are 
described in more detail in the following text. 







 
1. Water supply releases spilled and not captured at the channel dam. The PTPAD assumes that 


anytime water is released from Lake Palo Pinto and not subsequently diverted from the channel 
dam, the resulting spills over the channel dam are considered to meet any inflow passage 
requirements first.  These flows are accumulated in the PTPAD and applied accordingly if a past 
through event occurs. 
 


2. Release of stored water from Possum Kingdom Reservoir. The District (under a BRA contract 
for stored water in Possum Kingdom Reservoir) will request BRA to release stored water as 
authorized under the BRA contract to satisfy in whole or in part required pass-throughs from 
Hilltop Reservoir and Lake Palo Pinto as calculated in the PTPAD. The volume of water requested 
to be released will be increased by an appropriate factor to account for additional channel 
losses, if any, so that the volume of water passing the confluence of Palo Pinto Creek where it 
joins the Brazos will be the same volume released from Hilltop Reservoir and Lake Palo Pinto as 
calculated in the PTPAD. 
 


3. Release of water from Lake Mineral Wells. After adjusting for flow volumes in Items 1 and 2 
above, the City of Mineral Wells will release stored water from Lake Mineral Wells to satisfy in 
whole or in part required pass-throughs from Hilltop Reservoir and Lake Palo Pinto as calculated 
in the PTPAD. 


 
4. Release of water from Lake Palo Pinto. The combined pass through volume calculated in the 


PTPAD for both Hilltop Reservoir and Lake Palo Pinto will be released from Lake Palo Pinto using 
the available capacity in the outlet works above the amount required for water supply releases.  
Water will be released with the volume recorded in the PTPAD until the calculated pass through 
volume is satisfied. The estimated maximum release rate from the outlet works at Lake Palo 
Pinto is about 17 cfs.  


 
The District, in conjunction with the City of Mineral Wells, does not anticipate the combined diversion 
from Lake Palo Pinto, Hilltop Reservoir and Lake Mineral Wells to exceed 18,500 acft/yr.  Therefore, 
special condition 5.D in CA 12-4031 is not anticipated to impact this PTP. 
 
Contact 


For information regarding this PTP or the PTPAD, contact: 
 
Scott Blasor 
Secretary 
Palo Pinto County Municipal Water District No. 1 
940-328-7712 
scottblasor@gmail.com 
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